Please be advised:
No chemicals/samples are to be left unattended in 235 CLB under any circumstances. This is a public area. Various individuals as well as perspective students and their families come through on a regular basis. Individuals in this area (Grad/Undergrad/Reception) are not equipped or trained to handle lab items. All chemical/sample related packages are to be taken downstairs and stored in the designated areas (or as specified on the package). If you require shipping assistance, Mary Walsh can help by providing the process/procedure for shipping only.

This Week’s Department Events:
• AIChe Wilmington Local Section Event
  Tuesday, February 28, 2012
  5:30pm at Clayton Hall
  Cost: $35 – Non members and guests
  $30 – AIChe Members
  $15 – Students and those between employment
  Prepay at Wilmington section website through Paypal: www.wilmingtonaiche.org

CBE In the News:
• For the Record: GRC Conference highlights
  http://www.udel.edu/udaily/2012/feb/for-the-record-021712.html
• UD creates doctoral program in biomedical engineering
  http://www.udreview.com/ud-creates-doctoral-program-in-biomedical-engineering-1.2789310
• Koskiniemi joins crowded GOP field for CD8 race
  race/article_80810fe4-5dab-11e1-b372-001871e3ce6c.html
• Fish and Richardson Appoints Five Associates: Michael Chajon
  http://philly.citybizlist.com/2/2012/2/21/Fish--Richardson-Continues-Expansion-of-Delaware-
  Office.aspx

Future Department Events:
• Yushan Yan Inaugural Lecture
  Wednesday, March 7, 2012
  4:00pm in 115 Purnell Hall
  “Clean Energy: Flash without Flame”
• WISE Brownbag Lunch
  March 7, 2012
  12:30 – 1:45pm in the Alumni Room, Perkins Student Center
  “Overcoming the Imposter Syndrome”
• CMET Seminar – Andrew Dove, University of Warwick
  March 5, 2012
  1:00pm in 366CLB
  “Functionalization and Self-Assembly of Degradable Polymers”
• **CMET Seminar – Chinedum Osuji, Yale University**  
  March 8, 2012  
  1:30 pm – 366 Colburn Lab  
  “Magnetic Fields and Soft Matter – Functional Materials by Directed Self Assembly of Block Copolymer, Nanowire and Surfactant Mesophases”

**Jobs/Recruiting:**

- Available positions can be found on the Chemical Engineering opportunity website ([http://www.che.udel.edu/biz/OppIndex.html](http://www.che.udel.edu/biz/OppIndex.html)), so be sure to check it regularly.

**Other Department Seminars:**

- **Discrete Math Seminar**  
  Michael E. Picollelli, UD  
  Tuesday, February 28, 2012  
  5:00pm in 336 Ewing  
  “Recent Results on H-free processes”

- **Hallenbeck Graduate Student Seminar**  
  Christ Castillo, UD  
  Wednesday, February 29, 2012  
  12:15pm in 336 Ewing  
  “Recounting the Rationals”

- **Numerical Analysis & PDE Seminar**  
  Christoph Erath, National Center for Atmospheric Research, University of Colorado  
  Thursday, March 1, 2012  
  11:00am in 336 Ewing  
  “Coupling of the Finite Volume Method and the Boundary Element Method”

- **Inverse Problems and Analysis Seminar**  
  Matthias Eller, Georgetown University  
  Thursday, March 1, 2012  
  2:00pm in 336 Ewing  
  “Carleman estimates and unique continuation for solutions to homogeneous linear PDE”

- **Carl J. Rees Lecturer Series and Reception**  
  Andrew Majda, New York University  
  Friday, March 2, 2012  
  3:30pm in 103 Gore Hall  
  “Mathematical Strategies for Real-Time Filtering of Turbulent Dynamical Systems”